
THE LIGHT DRIVE

Turn your manual wheelchair into 
a powerful, ultra-light powerchair in seconds!

LIGHTWEIGHT, VERSATILE, QUIET, COMPACT 
& TRANSPORTS EASILY IN YOUR CAR

POWER ADD-ON

AVAILABLE IN 
8 COLOURS

THE CONTROLLER



Turn your manual wheelchair into an 
ultra-light powerchair in seconds!

Journeys become easier

Tackles almost any terrain

Transports easily in car

Independence to go where you want
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Benoit, France since 1994. MobilityCare since 1992Benoit, France since 1994. MobilityCare since 1992

Place the power add-on 
onto the hooks of your wheelchair.
Suitable for almost all wheelchairs 
from 36cm between wheels.
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Slide the battery rack 
on the support, the connection 

is automatic.

Slide the battery rack 
on the support, the connection 

is automatic.

The controller mounts onto a 
bracket which attaches to your 

wheelchair.
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Two motors drive the 
wheels.

Two motors drive the 
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The initial balance of 
the wheelchair is kept, 
a removable anti-tip 
foot guarantees 
stability.
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER:YOUR LOCAL DEALER:

HOW DOES IT WORK?HOW DOES IT WORK?

Robust and proven technology with strong Australian backup.Robust and proven technology with strong Australian backup.

Wheelchair power 
assistance 
made easy with 
Light Drive.

Wheelchair power 
assistance 
made easy with 
Light Drive.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Weight (unit):

Max weight (occupant):

Range:

Speed:

Climbing ability:

Battery:

Bra
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8.8kg (heaviest part)

120kg (depending on terrain)

12-16km

10kph

20% gradient based on 70kg person

Lithium ion battery (accepted for air travel by IATA)

Motor also acts as a d
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